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ABSTRACT Generation of heat using optically excited nanoparticles can be
beneficial or detrimental depending on the application. Therefore, clinically
applicable studies are being pursued in an effort to identify safe practices of
nanoparticle-induced hyperthermia for the treatment of cancerous tissues using
optical radiation. The imaging and characterization of localized heat production
resulting from optically excited nanoparticles on both cellular and tissue levels is
important for determination of nanoparticle dosage and optimal conditions for the
radiation. In this report, we present a multimodal imaging method to monitor the
local temperature change induced by photothermally excited, biologically relevant
gold nanoshell clusters on the micrometer scale using two types of temperature-
sensitive fluorescent reporters: Indo-1 or semiconductor quantum dots. The
photoinduced heat flux from gold nanoshells is observed to be dependent on the
dynamic motion of nanoparticles in the induced thermal gradient, with phenom-
ena such as nanoparticle focusing strongly influencing the local temperature
elevation.

SECTION Nanoparticles and Nanostructures

G old nanoparticles have been increasingly employed
as novel tools for clinical therapies. For hyperthermia
in cancer treatment, nanoparticle-based photother-

mal therapies have been demonstrated to selectively destroy
cancerous cells using gold nanorods,1 nanoshells,2 and nano-
cages3 excited by near-infrared (NIR) light. These nanoparti-
cles can be delivered in vivo to target cancerous tissues via the
blood, both nonspecifically (e.g., via the tumor leaky vascula-
ture) or specifically using antibody targets.4 After the nanopar-
ticles accumulate to effective levels at the target site, irradiation
leads to elevated local temperatures. Enhanced cell lethality
has been experimentally demonstrated for the adsorption of
clusters of nanoparticles to cells.5,6 While models exist for the
nonradiative energy transfer mechanisms and heat-flux opti-
mization from single photothermally excited nanoparticles,7-10

clinically relevant samples will include a wide distribution of
nanoparticle cluster sizesnot accounted for by simplemodels.
For safe dosimetry decisions in hyperthermia applications,
measurement of localized heat generation induced by NIR
radiation on groups of nanoparticles is crucial.

Multimodal optical imaging combining NIR microscopy
and fluorescencemicroscopy can fill the gap between experi-
mental measurements of bulk systems11 and single nano-
particles.12 Such an integrated imaging systemallowsdetailed
monitoring of heat generation, heat transfer, as well as the
physiochemical transformation in the surrounding system
resulting from heat delivery at the nanometer to micrometer
scale. For example, localized phase transitions can be ob-
served, such as ice melting via phothermally excited gold

nanospheres,13 or liposome formation by NIR-excited gold
nanoshells.14 Thermal mapping in the vicinity of photo-
thermally excited gold nanoparticles has been demonstrated
using fluorescence polarization anisotropy of fluorescein sur-
rounding gold nanorods.15 Other fluorescence properties,
such as fluorescence intensity,16,17 lifetime,18 or peak shift,19,20

have been exploited tomonitor the local temperature. Ratio-
metric measurements using temperature-sensitive fluore-
scent dyes have been demonstrated to eliminate concerns in
intensity-based fluorescence measurements due to chan-
ges in laser power or concentration, and photobleaching
effects.21,22 Oliver et al. demonstrated the temperature-
dependent emission peak shift of the calcium indicator dye
Indo-1.23 Due to its far spectral separation from the NIR
excitation beam, Indo-1was initially employed for themodel
thermal microscopy studies presented here. In the past few
years, temperature-dependent optical properties have been
discovered in colloidal semiconductor quantum dots (QDs).
The fluorescence properties of QDs have been suggested as
robust thermometric scales via temperature-dependent
photoluminescence intensity changes or emission peak
shifts,19,20,24-27 leveraging the photostability and brightness
ofQDs in comparison to organic fluorophores, such as Indo-1.
In order to develop temperature measurement techniques
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using sensors including ratiometric organic dyes and colloi-
dal QDs, common approaches involve such sensors dis-
persed in solution in which a group of gold nanoparticles is
immobilized. However, in reality, NIR excitation often indu-
ces fluctuations in the physical states (e.g., clustering, dis-
persion, and thermophoresis) of gold nanoparticles. There-
fore the interrelationship between the fluctuation of these
physical properties and the ratiometric optical properties of
these sensors is key to precise measurements assessing the
local temperature change in the proximity of a group of
nanoparticles. The unique advantage of image-based ther-
mometry is the capability to directly visualize the physical
states of gold nanoparticles during the photothermal energy
conversion process while fluorescence ratiometric measure-
ments are being performed simultaneously. This approach
allows for the establishment of a more precise model
system, taking into account the physiochemical changes in
the group of nanoparticles. Here, we apply a ratiometric
multimodal imaging method to measure local temperature
based on the fluorescence emission peak shifts of Indo-1 or
QDs and examine the dynamic motion of NIR-excited gold/
silica nanoshells (silica core with an outer gold layer), chosen
for their exceptionally large absorption cross section in the
NIR regime.28

The spectral shifts of Indo-1 and QD sensors as a function
of temperature were confirmed in cuvette measurements
using a temperature-controlled PTI spectrofluorimeter in
ranges of 20-50 �C for Indo-1 or 20 to 80 �C for QDs. As
the temperature increases, the emission peak of Indo-1 blue
shifts, while the QD peak red shifts. Separate microscopy
calibration curves were generated for each sample, taking
fluorescence ratios from room temperature (22 �C) through
40 �C in 5 �C increments. The temperature dependences of
the peak ratios were approximated as linear throughout this
temperature range.

To demonstrate the ability of the fluorophore to monitor
photothermal temperature fluctuations, we monitored the
emission shifts of Indo-1 fluorophores in solution as a function
of the 785 nm radiation power focused upon a cluster of
nanoshells. Nanoshells are packed into dense clusters by the
preparation process of drying nanoshell solutions on the
substrate, and many remain adhered to the surface after the
coverglass surface is hydrated in a temperature-controlled
aqueous fluid cell. Upon focusing the NIR to a small spot
(20 μm diameter, 14 kW/cm2) on the nanoshell cluster, time-
series images of the sample area with the nanoshell cluster
were simultaneously collected in three different bandwidths:
NIR range to image the focused NIR beam and two fluo-
rescence bandwidths for ratiometric fluorescence imaging.
Figure 1 displays a collection of single-frame images selected
from the movies, from which the NIR power-dependent
temperature fluctuation of the entire view-field area is deter-
mined by taking the ratio of the electron multiplying charge-
coupled device (EM-CCD) background-corrected signals from
the two Indo-1 emission channels. As the NIR radiation
continues, the relative signal intensity measured from the
400-420 nm band (compared to the 490-510 nm band)
increases. A temperature rise of∼2 K is observed throughout
the image after NIR excitation, with noticeable spatial noise

primarily caused by the EM-CCD. Such noise can be reduced
by spatial and/or temporal averaging or adjustment of the
acquisition parameters (exposure time, excitation intensity,
etc.). The change in mean temperature measured across the
field of view as the shutter to the NIR beam is opened and
closed is shown in Figure 2. During the 50 s heating time in
each open-close cycle, the temperature change appears to
reach the plateau, implying that thermal equilibrium is
reached on the order of minutes. Experiments where the
shutter is opened for 5 min demonstrate that the temperat-
ure reaches equilibriumwithin 90 s and that, regardless of the
785 nm radiation power, only minor variations exist in the
heatingprofile across the field of view (Supporting Information,
Figure S1). As an estimate of the error in the temperature
measurement, the standard deviation of the mean ΔT at
equilibrium was determined to be ∼0.05 K. It is also note-
worthy that, when the 785 nm beam is blocked, the cooling
process takes about the same time as the heating cycle,
indicating that these heating/cooling cycles are primarily

Figure 1. Multimodal imaging of a cluster of gold nanoshells.
Sample is placed in a temperature-controlled liquid cell with
fluorescent dye Indo-1. (a) Brightfield image of a nanoshell cluster.
Nanoshells appear as dark spots. (b) The NIR beam is focused onto
a small area on this cluster. The temperature can be recorded by
monitoring the emission shift of Indo-1 deduced from the ratio of
the emission bands in (c) 400-420 nm and (d) 490-510 nm, with
example calculated temperature profiles (e) before and (f) during
NIR excitation displayed with the color bar in �C. Scale bars are
20 μm.
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based on thermal equilibrating processes between the nano-
particles and the bulk. These heating/cooling cycles are
reproducible, and similar results were observed using QD
emission shifts. Minimal heating occurs in the absence of
nanoshells (ΔT≈ 0.2 K). In cases where nanoparticle con-
centrations are high, NIR heating can induce solvent eva-
poration, causing a bubble to appear in the excitation spot.
The thermal gradients measured aremuch greater (ΔT≈8 K
mean field of view) with elevated temperatures near the
bubble (ΔT > 50 K - temperature must be extrapolated
above microscopy calibration range). Figure S2 (Supporting
Information) shows the temperature measurements ob-
tained from a sample exhibiting bubble formation.

In addition to visualizing the changing thermal gradient,
the motion of nanoparticles in the system can be monitored.
Even small thermal gradients can induce fluid or particle
motion, especially in confined thin films. Thermophoretic
colloidal attraction has been reported previously and attrib-
uted to thermal gradient-induced slip-flow.29-31 Confinement
of small molecules using an optically driven thermal gradient
and fluid flowhasbeendemonstrated recentlyon thin films.32

Specifically, localized heating of a substrate simultaneously
caused thermophoresis of DNA and fluid flow perpendicular
to the temperature gradient, resulting in focusing of the DNA.
Although investigating a different system (direct heating of
nanoparticles and thicker fluid layer), ourmultimodal imaging
system visualizes similar focusing of the gold nanoshells
within the focal volume of the excitation beam. Without NIR
excitation, those nanoshells not in contact with the coverglass
undergo Brownian motion. Upon photothermal excitation of
a cluster of nanoshells, long-range directed motion of nano-
shells in solution toward the excitation spot throughout the
field of view (∼200 μm) has been observed. Blocking the NIR
beam or moving it to a nanoshell-free location halts this
directed motion. The degree of motion is dependent on the
excited nanoshell density and the power density of the NIR
laser.

To determine whether the long-range nanoshell motion
was caused by thermally-induced fluid flow or isothermal

optical trapping by the focusedNIR light, we imaged a sample
containing polystyrene fluorescentmicrobeads (FluoSpheres,
0.2 μm, Invitrogen) as indicators of the flow of the aqueous
medium.When nanoshells are absent or present without NIR
excitation, the beads exhibit only Brownian motion. Under
tightly focused NIR irradiation, some beads become trapped
at the excitation spot, possibly via purely optical phenomenon
(i.e., optical tweezers effect resulting from optical gradient
forces).33 However, when the sample contains NIR-excited
nanoshells, large directed movement of beads are observed
(across the entire view field). Beads close to the coverglass
surface are observed tomove quickly toward to the NIR focus,
and a “hole” lacking beads forms at the excitation center
(as beads move perpendicularly away from the surface and
out of the focal plane). Beads 200 μm above the surface are
observed moving away from the NIR excitation beam. These
results suggest that the thermally induced bidirectional con-
vectional fluid flow observed by Weinert and Braun32 may
also exist in our system.

This particle focusing phenomenon must be considered
whenmonitoring the temperature changes inducedby photo-
thermally excited nanoparticles. Several important scenarios

Figure 2. Temperature change as a function of time determined
by analysis of the Indo-1 peak shift. The NIR excitation beam is
initially blocked by a shutter. The shutter is opened and closed at
50 s intervals with corresponding heating and cooling cycles
observed in the temperature trace.

Figure 3. (Top) The temperature change recorded by the shift in
the QD emission peak and (Bottom) selected images of the
microscopic area under investigation (from 520 nm -550 nm
signal). The presence of red circle indicates an NIR beam in this
region. Photothermally excited nanoshells initially exhibit a high
heat flux. This generates a fluid flow pulling several nearby
nanoshells toward the excitation spot, and these form a highly
dynamic “cloud.” The temperature shift diminishes as a result of
decreased numbers of nanoshells in the focused spot (many
nanoshells have detached from the coverglass). Once the NIR
beam is blocked, the nanoparticles return to Brownian motion,
and the cloud dissipates. Scale bar is 20 μm, and all images are at
the same magnification.
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have been observed. Fluidmotion can cause sudden dispersal
of nanoshell aggregates lowering the temperature change, or
can focus nanoshells into a small region thereby enhancing
system heating. An example of focusing and subsequent
dispersal of nanoshells along with the recorded temperature
change is displayed in Figure 3. The nanoshells begin in a large
clustered line prior to laser excitation. Shortly after NIR exci-
tation commences, many of the nanoshells move from the
coverglass surface as they are pulled by the fluid flow toward
the excitation spot. An initial temperature rise occurs uponNIR
excitation, but heat generation decreases as the number of
nanoshells in the focal area has diminished due to the fluid
motion, despite the focusing of some of those nanoparticles
into a dense “cloud.” Suchmotion complicates the determina-
tion of appropriate excitation powerswith dosimetrymeasure-
ments. This behavior can be mitigated by use of lower laser
power densities (due to smaller thermal gradients). Indeed, a
region of similar nanoshell density as that shown in Figure 3
was exposed to a diffuseNIRbeam, resulting in an equilibrium
mean temperature elevation of ∼1 K.

Aside from focusing nanoshells into a small area using the
thermal gradient, nanoshells can be repositioned using this
methodology. If the NIR beam is moved slowly, the nanoshell
cloud can be dragged through the solution (Figure 4). If the
excitation beam moves away quickly, nanoparticles do not
follow, nor do other particles move to the new location.
However, moving the beam slowly allows the cloud of nano-
particles to be dragged. Nanoparticles diffuse freely once
excitation is halted. Dynamic fluidmotion induced by particle
heating is noteworthy for its potential to dramatically increase
the induced temperature rise due to particle focusing bal-
anced against the temperature losses induced through increa-
sed convection. Selection of appropriate laser powerdensities
and nanoparticle concentrations should be informed by this
behavior, as well as the potential to create microbubbles
under high laser power and dense nanoparticle clusters.
While heat generated in from the nanoparticles dissipates
rapidly, the nanoparticles and the surrounding nanoscale
environment will experience elevated temperature differen-
tials compared to the surrounding media.

The multimodality imaging method presented here is not
limited to gold nanoshells. The photothermal excitation beam
can be adjusted to suit the nanoparticles under investigation
(e.g., in the visible region for gold nanospheres), and different
temperature sensitive fluorophores canbe chosen to optimize
the separation between the excitation beams and the emis-
sion signals. These imaging techniques allow both profiling
and control of the photothermal excitation beam as well as
monitoring of the heat transfer from the nanoparticles to their
surroundings. This method can be readily expanded to 3D
imaging by combining z-slices from different focal planes.
Especially if combinedwith other thermal imagingmodalities
that probe nanoscale heating, such as single particle hetero-
dyne imaging and bulk IR thermometry, a detailedmultiscale
model of the heat transfer into the surrounding systemcan be
developed with implications for the development of nano-
therapeutics and device construction.

EXPERIMENTAL METHODS

Clusters of nanoshells (60 nm silica core and 20 nm gold
coating layer; absorption maximum near 785 nm) were
formed by pipetting 10 μL of nanoshell solution (5.65 � 109

nanoparticles/mL) onto a 40mm coverglass and allowing the
solution to dry. This sample is then placed in a temperature-
controlled Bioptechs (Butler, PA) FCS2 fluid cell using a
0.5 mm thick gasket with a solution containing 0.08 μmol/L
QDs (525 nm emission, carboxylated, Invitrogen, Carlsbad,
CA) or 6 μmol/L Indo-1 (Invitrogen). Large clusters of the
nanoshells remain adsorbed to the glass, with freely diffusing
nanoshells also present.

We modified an Olympus IX-81 inverted microscope
(Olympus America, Center Valley, PA) to allow multimodal
imaging using simultaneous NIR excitation of the nanoshells,
UVexcitation of Indo-1 (or 457nmAr laser excitation ofQDs),
and bright-field imaging of the sample. A 750 nm short pass
filter was placed at a 45� angle above the bright-field con-
denser. This reflectedabeam fromacontinuouswave785nm
laser diode (Thorlabs, Newton, NJ) through the 0.55 NA

Figure 4. Focusing of nanoshells during photothermal NIR ex-
citation (indicated by red spot) occurs when sufficient nanoshells
are present. A nanoshell cluster (black) is initially heated. Nano-
particles ejected from this cluster during excitation, as well as
particles farther away in solution are pulled toward the excitation
spot. If the excitation beam moves away quickly (by moving the
sample stage), nanoparticles do not follow, nor do other particles
move to the new beam location. However, moving the beam
slowly allows the cloud of nanoparticles to be dragged. Nanopar-
ticles diffuse freely once excitation is halted. The image is gener-
ated by the 490-510nmemission bandof Indo-1. All images are at
the same magnification.
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condenser focusing the beamonto the sample. Light from the
tungsten lampcan pass through the short pass filter for bright-
field illumination. The 785 nm diode laser power is adjusted
via LabVIEW (National Instruments, Austin, TX). Experiments
presented here used a power of 45 mWafter the condenser.
Light from amercury burner was filtered through a 350/50 nm
bandpass to provide UV excitation. The sample was imaged
through a 20x UMPlanFl 0.46 NAobjective (Olympus). Optical
signals were filtered by a 416/501 bandpass filter for Indo-1
emission (Semrock, Rochester, NY) and a 550 nm short-pass
filter and imaged onto an EM-CCD camera (Andor Technology,
Ireland). Formultimodal imaging, the signalwas split according
towavelengthand imagedontoquadrantsof theEM-CCDusing
a Quad-View multimodal imager (Photometrics, Tuscon, AZ)
with D405/30 M and D485/25 M filters for the low and high
wavelength portions of the Indo-1 peak. Signals from the QDs
were passed through 510DF15 and HQ535/30 filters. Ratio-
metric image analysis was performed inMATLAB (Mathworks,
Natick,MA). Backgrounddriftwas correctedby fitting the initial
and end points of the data set.

SUPPORTING INFORMATION AVAILABLE Additional
figures as mentioned in the text and videos of nanoparticle
focusing. This material is available free of charge via the Internet
at http://pubs.acs.org.
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